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ABSTRACT

In the current era of globalization, the internet is not only a secondary need for people in Indonesia, the internet network can simplify work and for entertainment. In Indonesia, there is an increase in the number of internet users, especially with the implementation of work from home from the government as a preventive measure for the spread of the Covid-19 outbreak. This of course creates quite high competition among internet service provider companies. Companies are required to continue to provide the best service and increase trust so that customers will be loyal later. It is known that customers will become loyal when they have compared expectations with what actually happened through service recovery for service failures offered so as to build consumer confidence in the company later. The purpose of this study was to analyze the effect of service failure and service recovery on customer loyalty of Firstmedia service users with customer trust as an intervening variable. This type of research is an associative study and the population in this study are customers of Firstmedia users in Medan City who have subscribed within the last 1 year, namely as many as 1382 respondents then determining the sample size using the Slovin formula with a sample size of 310 respondents. The sampling method used was purposive sampling. Data analysis was performed through PLS-SEM using the SmartPLS program. The results showed that service failure directly had a negative and significant effect on customer trust, service recovery and customer trust had a positive and significant effect on customer loyalty. Then, indirectly, service failure has a negative and significant effect on customer loyalty through customer trust and service recovery has a positive and significant effect on customer loyalty through customer trust.
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INTRODUCTION

In the current era of globalization, the internet is not just as a secondary requirement for the community in Indonesia in recent years. The community of users of smartphones and laptops tend to need the internet network to be able to facilitate the work and for entertainment purposes only. The Internet is no longer only used in public spaces or the interests of the work but rather used as access to entertainment in everyday life as well as, access video streaming sites, social media, play games, and others. According to the research platform social media management Hoot Suite and agency marketing social We Are Social, titled "Global Digital Reports 2020", almost 64 percent of the Indonesian population is already connected to the internet network. Research released at the end of January 2020, it said the number of internet users in
Indonesia has reached 175.4 million people, while the total population of Indonesia is around 272.1 million. Compared to 2019, the number of internet users in Indonesia increased by about 17 percent, or 25 million users.

Data from the databooks.co.id stating that the Indonesian population aged 16 to 64 years using the internet (on all devices) in a day reaches an average of 7 hours 59 minutes with a total of 64% of the total population of Indonesia. While users active social media by 59%, followed by people who use other media for 3 hours 4 groats to watch tv, 1 hour 30 minutes until streaming music, and 1 hour 23-minute game console. The increase in the number of internet users in Indonesia due to the improvement of the internet network in Indonesia in the spread of the internet connection to the people who want the internet network to their home, using either a cable or broadband or internet network using cards or mobile wireless fidelity are scattered in many places the crowd.

Since the government urged companies to implement Work from Home (WFH) as a preventive measure for the spread of the outbreak of Covid-19 which is currently hit Indonesia, there was a significant increase for the use of the internet data. Not just that, the video conferencing such as Zoom, CISCO Webex Meetings, or Google Hangouts Meet, instantly became popular as a support meeting online. This is the opportunity for the company providing internet services such as Indihome, Biznet, Indosat M2, Telkomnet Instant, Speedy, Acces.net, Indosat.net and including a First Media / FastNet. So it raises the competition is quite high among the company internet provider and as a result easy for customers to move from 1 service to the services for a services company is able to meet the needs of customers. Service providers internet services are being challenged to provide the best service so that all customers can feel comfortable when working and learning from home. They are also constantly monitoring and improving the quality of the network in order to ensure customers remain buffer day with a comfortable, safe, and productive for at home.

There are many providers in Indonesia that provides fast internet service, of course with the price, quality, and the technology used has the advantages of each. This certainly triggers the occurrence of competition between providers, and creates market players and manufacturers to be able to win this competition. And sometimes the not infrequent failure of service in providing the services of the internet. See the increasing number of providers in Indonesia to make the business people and the general public (customers) are becoming more smart and precise in choosing internet services (Internet Service Provider)/ISP that they will use. Therefore, businesses are required to provide services as much as possible to prevent failure of the service. Internet service provider becomes important for the customer when in their everyday lives is an activity that involves an internet connection in it, and certainly also be important for the service provider so that they gain the trust and a loyal customer.

According to Kotler and Keller (2016) service is any activity of the benefits or performance offered by one party to the other party which is not tangible and does not cause any transfer of ownership in which production can be bonded or not with physical products. Each of the company services, of course, compete in providing the best service in order to embrace the potential consumers. Competition ketatini forcing companies internet service providers to maximize the performance in order to compete. The trick is to find out the wishes and aspirations of the customers which is expected to provide valuable input for these companies.

Now this company service provider internetesedang competition tight. Some company services internet service providers are Indihome, Biznet, Indosat M2, Telkomnet Instant, Speedy, Acces.net, Indosat.net and including Firstmedia /
FastNetyang is one of the major players in the industry ground water and the company provider with the development of so quick. First Media was established in the year 1994 by the name of PT Broadband Multimedia Tbk. In March 1999, Broadband Multimedia begins to market yourself commercially with trademark Kabelvision, which was followed in subsequent years with the launch of Digital1 and MyNet. On 16 June 2007, Broadband Multimedia changed its name to First Media, as well as meluncurkanidentitas and brand new as a service provider "Triple Play". Cable vision and Digital1 put together in the bottom of the product Home Cable, while My Net be Fast Net from the source (Wikipedia Firstmedia, April 2020).

In the increasingly fierce competition between the company and the provision of internet services, the company is required to continue to provide the best service and increase trust so that customers will be loyal in the future. According to Kotler and Keller (2016) customer loyalty is a measure of the attraction of customers for a product which is manifest in the desire to recommend it to other people. Customer loyalty has an important role in a company, retaining customers means improving financial performance and maintain the viability of the company. Customer loyalty will reduce the attack competitors of similar companies, where not only the competition in providing the service however the competition of perception. Customer loyalty starts from the customer assessment of the quality of the products or services received (perception) based on the hope that has been conceptualized in his mind. These expectations arise from products or services that have been received before (experience) as well as the news from mouth to mouth (Word of Mouth) are up on the customer. This is a challenge for businesses to maximize their ability to attract the loyalty of customers so that they are able to provide excellent service.

Related to customer loyalty, based on a survey through interviews with 10 customers Firstmedia by the author on September 2, 2020 obtained information that the customer Firstmedia have a lot of complaints against the service provided by the company. Starting from the tariff bill which does not suit, the slow response when there are complaints make customers reluctant to continue re-subscribe. Many customers complain regret choosing to use Firstmedia and began to switch to a provider of internet service to another. Customer regret very much the company did not take remedial action and confirmation related to their complaints. This would be a problem if allowed to stand continuously.

One way to achieve excellence competition sustainable is to establish good faith in the eyes of the customer. The main thing to be considered customers when making purchasing decisions re (loyalty) on the services of the internet service provider is whether they believe on such services. According to Kotler and Keller (2016), the trust is as follows: “Trust is the willingness of a firm to rely on a business partner. It depends on a number of interpersonal and interorganizational factors, such as the firm’s perceived competence, integrity, honesty and benevolence”. The meaning of the definition is that trust is the willingness of the company to rely on business partners. The trust relies to sejumlalah factors of interpersonal and inter-organizational. As the competence of the company, integrity, honesty and kindness. Meanwhile, according to’ abd al-rahmaan (2015), trust is the attitude of certain parties against the other party in the relationship of the transaction based on a belief that the person who they believe will meet all its obligations in good as expected.

Basically the customer has their own reasons in using a product or service, such as trust. Trust is the willingness of a person to rely on others where the person has a belief in the other person (Abrams, 2015). Trust is defined as the dimension of a business relationship that determines the level to which each party feels they dapatmengandalkan the integrity of the
promise offered by the other. The services of the Internet Service Provider / ISP has complaints from customers ranging from internet access, which is slow even at all could not be accessed, as well as the poor service from the customer service yang slow response so pelangganmerasa disappointed with the service provided by perusahaan First Media yang can cause service failures. In addition it occurs missed communication, any payment of bills (the customer service always sends a number of bills have been paid) is also one of the complaints of the customers.

Customer complaints about the service failure that can lead to disappointed customers and do not believe in the services of the internet First Media. Customer trust arises because customer expectations are not the same or higher than the performance received from the company. Customer First media argue that they are less trusting of internet services Firstmedia because some respondents had experienced disappointing disorders such as internet access, so bring a has tag #first media down on the twitter account of the customer, the payment of monthly bills that are not confirmed, and the duration of response from the company. If this is allowed then the customer will move on to the providers of internet service to another according to which they are able to meet their needs given the current displacement customers from 1 product to another is very easy to do. But there are also some customers who trust and keep using internet services from First Media. In addition, when given a choice about the services of the internet service provider they chose more Indihome as the choice of services internet service providers that they will use. It is inversely proportional if a failure of such services can be handled well by the company which will create customer trust.

The way in which to correct the failure of the service is with service recovery or recovery services where recovery services this refers to the action taken by the company when experiencing a service failure or service failure. In such situations, the recovery services acts as a substitution relationship of person-to-person between the company and its customers, then the trust can be built through recovery services. With its action recovery services undertaken by the company, it can lead to pelangganlebih selective in choosing the use of the services of internet service providers.

The factors that affect customer loyalty one of them is trust, kepercayaanatah be considered sebagai katalis in a variety of transactions between the seller and the buyer to the satisfaction of pelanggan dapat materialize as expected. Meyer et al 2015 define trust as the willingness of one party to trust a party that is based on the expectation that the other party will perform a particular action important to the trust.

In a study conducted by Sousa and Voss (2019) titled the effects of service failure and service recovery on customer loyalty in e-services shows that the failure of the service have a negative influence and significant impact on customer loyalty. While the research conducted Cheng et al (2018) a video Service Recovery, customer satisfaction and customer loyalty: Evidence from malaysia's hotel industry, the results show the failure of the service has a positive effect on customer loyalty. Both of these studies indicate the existence of a research gap that needed further research about the effect of service failure on customer loyalty.

The occurrence of the research gap on the other variables of this study can be explained that in a study conducted by Wingsati(2017) titled the Influence of Handling the Failure of Service, Trust, and lifestyle Consumer Loyalty Famou stating that the variable is handling the failure of the service does not have a significant effect on customer loyalty. This is in contrast with research Antika (2017) entitled Analysis of the Influence of Service Recovery On Customer Loyalty In mobile Cellular Services (a Case Study On Indosat IM3) where the results of the study showed that the variables of service recovery
berrpengaruh positive impact on customer loyalty. Due to the existence of a research gap in research conducted by the Wingsati (2017) and research conducted by Antika (2017) it is necessary to do further research about the influence of variable recovery service to variable customer loyalty.

Through some research, it is known that pelangganakan become loyal when they have to compare between the expectations with the reality that actually happens through service recovery for the failure of the services that are offered so as to build consumer confidence in the company later. This is very interesting, because it turns out the services of the service provider internetsudah very fairly rapid development. It can also be a trigger for other companies that can leverage the use of technology as a tool to acquire competitive advantage.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Marketing

Marketing is the social process in which individuals and groups obtain what they need and want by creating, offering and freely exchanging products of value with others (Kotler and Keller, 2016). In a company that the current narrow marketing will become very important in the process of fulfilling the needs of customers through products or services.

Marketing Management

The company desires that the goal can be achieved. Hence the need for good management in all marketing activities. According to Kotler and Armstrong (2016) marketing management is the analysis, planning, implementation, and control of programs designed to create, build, and maintain beneficial exchange with target buyers for the purpose of achieving the objective of the organization. Based on these definitions it can be concluded that marketing management is not only focused on pricing, communication, distribution, serving the target market, and product offers based on the wishes and needs of the market, but also organize labor, time, and nature of the request relating to the goods and services or other objects that can meet the needs of consumers.

Services

The service is an economic activity that is offered by one party to the other party. Often the activities performed in a certain period of time (time-based), in the form of an activity (performances) that will bring the desired results to recipients of the object, and other assets which are the responsibility of the buyer (Lovelock, 2011). So, basically the service is all the economic activities that result is not a physical product or construction, which are generally produced and consumed by simultaneously as well as provide added value for example comfort, entertainment, pleasure, or health for the consumer.

Service Failure

Service failure is all the fault of services when a customer is associated with a company, which can increase negative emotions and dissatisfaction of customers (Kim and Jang, 2016). So any errors often can't be shunned from the company with the level of customer service and high stages. Further, the failure of the Layananmerupakan an activity that occurs as a result of the services received by the customer, which it turns out is not in accordance with customer expectations.

Recovery Service

Service recovery is the specific actions that need to be done by the organization to ensure that the customer get the solution after the failure of the service which causes them to be disappointed or dissatisfied. Service recovery done to offset the negative reaction of customers to the service failure. Zemke and Bell (2010) mention that the service recovery is a thought, a plan, and the process to make up for the disappointment of the customer to be satisfied with the organization after the services provided experiencing the problem (of failure). Hoffman and Bateson (2016) defines the service recovery as a reaction to a
given organization's complaint, consumers in order to provide satisfaction to the consumer. According to Michael et al (2019) recovery service is the act of integrative companies can do to rebuild satisfaction and customer loyalty after a service failure (recovery customer), to ensure that the incidence of failure encourages learning and improvement process (recovery process) and to train and reward their employees for this purpose (restoration of employees).

**Trust**

Trust is the willingness of companies to rely on business partners. Trust depends on several factors between individuals and between organizations such as competence, integrity, honesty and kindness. Building trust can be a difficult thing in a situation online, the company applies strict rules to the partners their online business compared to other partners. Business buyers worry that they will not get the product or service with the right quality and delivered to the right place at the right time, as well as vice versa (Kotler and Armstrong, 2016).

**Loyalty**

Loyalty is a commitment that held firm to buy back or subscribe to the product options or dates in the future although the influence of situational and marketing efforts having the potential to cause consumers to switch to other products (Kotler and Keller, 2016).

**Hypothesis**

Based on the background research and the relationship between variables, then the hypothesis of the research:

1. Service failure and a Significant Negative Effect on Customer Loyalty User Firstmedia.
2. Service recovery has Positive and Significant Effect on Customer Loyalty User Firstmedia.
3. Service failure and a Significant Negative Effect on Customer Trust Users Firstmedia.
4. Service recovery has a Positive Effect and Significant impact On Trust PelangganPengguna Firstmedia
5. Service failure and a Significant Negative Effect Terhadap Loyalitas Sales Trust Pelanggan Pengguna Firstmedia.
6. Service recovery has a Positive Effect and Significant impact on Loyalty Sales Trust Pelanggan Pengguna Firstmedia.
7. Customer trust has Positive and Significant Effect on Customer Loyalty User Firstmedia.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

This study uses associative research. According to Sugiyono (2011), associative research is research that aims to determine the relationship between two or more variables to study, describe, and see the influence between variables terumus on the research hypothesis.
In this research population is all customers who never used the services of the internet service provider PT. Linknet Firstmedia Medan mulai year 2019-2020 and the number of the population is 1,382 peoples. The sampling method using purposive sampling technique. Purposive Sampling is one of non-probability sampling technique where the researcher determines the sampling with how to set the special characteristics which are in accordance with the purpose of research is expected to answer the problem of the study (Sugiyono, 2011). The determination of the sample size in this research is done by using the Slovin formula so that the number of sample of this study amounted to 310 respondents.

Methods of Data Collection primary data and secondary data. Primary Data is data collected directly from the source and processed by the concerned to be utilized. Primary Data is usually obtained from the field survey that uses all the methods of data collection and original (Kuncoro, 2019). Primary Data in this research is obtained by giving the questionnaire to the respondents PT. Linknet Firstmedia Medan, North Sumatra in accordance with the location criteria specified. The questionnaire is a data collection-data by asking questions to the respondents through a list of questions. The questionnaire uses a closed system, i.e. the form of questions that accompanied the alternative answers and the respondents have to choose one of the alternative answers such. Secondary Data is data obtained/dikumpulkanan united by previous studies or published by a variety of instantsi other. Usually the source is not directly in the form of data documentation and archives official. Studies documentation obtained by acquiring data through books, journals, the internet, and literature related to the problems studied.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Influence of Service Failure on Customer Trust

Based on the results of the test of the direct influence be aware that failure of the service and a significant negative effect on customer trust, where the value of the path coefficient of the failure of the service that is -0.424 where a negative value and also the value of significance of 0.000 < 0.05, which means service failure significant effect on customer trust.

Based on the distribution of the answers to be aware that the questions asked by researchers is negative if the respondents answered disagree and then declares there is a problem, as is well known in a statement “the Actions of the services provided by the company Firstmedia slow” be aware that there are 15 respondents stated strongly agree that it could be interpreted that the respondents stated that the actions of the service provided is slow, it is indeed recognized by some users where when there is a problem related to the network, users feel the handling is slow, moreover, with the process of the complaint were deemed quite convoluted which the user must fill in service through the app but the common server error and even the Firstmedia does not respond. This of course, makes some of the respondents did not believe much less known to the respondents using Firstmedia is an employee and a student/students who would need to be Wi-Fi, which help them in learning and work.

The influence of Service Failure on Customer Loyalty

Based on the results of the test of the direct influence of the known service failure and a significant negative effect on customer loyalty, where the value of the path coefficient of the failure of the service that is -0.145 with the value of significance to 0.002 < 0.05, which means the failure of the service have a significant effect on customer loyalty. This is in line with the research of Wang and Zhang (2018), Wingsati and Prihandono (2017) and Damdam (2017).

Based on the distribution of the answers is known that the respondents answered
strongly agree on the statement “Often there is a mistake in giving services (complaints handling that is not right)”, be aware that some respondents still feel that there is a mistake in the service, it is caused also from the service of the firstmedia slow. Moreover, some respondents argued that the network of the internet Firstmedia often occurring disorders and improvement of Firsmedia very slow. The use of the application is also considered respondents still not good because some of the respondents feel the unsuitability of the price of the app with reality, so also the server from the application of Firstmedia which is often problematic so that the respondents hard to file a complaint. This of course should be further considered by the parties Firsmedia as one of the leading provider of internet services because in the era of a pandemic is a provider of internet services is very competitive. Firstmedia should pay attention to how the service against the respondents because if the expectations of respondents regarding the service has been good it will improve the loyalty of the customer.

The influence of Customer Trust on Customer Loyalty

Based on the results of the test of the direct influence is known that the effect of trust on loyalty has positive and significant effect, it is known from the value of the path coefficient that is 0.308 and significance value 0,000 < 0,05, which means that trust has positive and significant effect. The results of this study are in line with research Wingsati and Prihandono (2017) and Bricci, et al (2016).

Based on the distribution of answers of respondents note that respondents own dominant agree to answer, but there are some respondents who answered strongly disagree as in the statement “I am confident that the company Firstmedia able to maintain the security of the customer” where some of the respondents did not agree because the respondents still feel the slow response to handling the issue of the party Firstmedia, moreover, some of the respondents there are often subjected to complaints the internet and generally rarely responded to by the parties firstmedia. It is certainly affect the confidence of the respondents and make some respondents switch using the company's internet service provider to the other. So also with the statement “I am sure the company Firstmedia will receive any customer complaints with a sincere” which is still considered less good by some respondents, Firstmedia also have an app that can be downloaded by the customer with the name “My Firstmedia” but the application is still considered less good by the respondents where there is still some respondents that difficult to login to the app and also often error payment feature. This is certainly should be noticed by the Firstmedia because with bekurangnya the trust of the customers then it will make the customer so disloyal and make the customer switch to the products/services from other companies.

The influence of Service Recovery on Customer Trust

Based on the results of the test of the direct influence of the known service recovery has positive and significant effect, where the value of the path coefficient from the recovery service 0,465 and significance 0,000 < 0,05, which means that service recovery has a positive effect and significant impact on trust. The results of this study are in line with Ruspianto and Lestari (2019), Chang and Hung (2018).

Based on the distribution of answers is known that based on the average of unknown respondents still dominant agree with all the statements, however some of the respondents have some problems such as the statement “the Company Firstmedia do apology to customers as a form of corrective action”, which according to some respondents parties Firstmedia do not do requests sorry to customers as a form of remedial action, it is approved respondents because usually the Firstmedia not respond to complaints from customers, so also with
the information that bill felt the respondents are not described in detail, so also with the statement “bill payment Facility easy access can be through a grocery / convenience store” that is easily done by the respondents but the common error in the payment. This is certainly an important task of Firstmedia in improving recovery services.

**The influence of Service Recovery on Customer Loyalty**

The test results directly show that the restoration of service has positive and significant effect on customer loyalty, it is known from the value of the path coefficient from the recovery service namely 0.531 and significance 0.000<0.05, which can be drawn the conclusion that service recovery has a positive effect on customer loyalty. This is in line with the research of Chang and Hung (2018), Cheng et al (2018), Sanwani (2018), Wingsati and Prihandono (2017) and Hartanto (2017).

Based upon the distribution of respondents’ answers known to the respondents to give answers that the average agree, but there is a problem according to some respondents associated with the restoration of services namely in the statement “the Company Firstmedia take remedial action quickly” where some of the respondents felt that the corrective actions provided by the Firstmedia is still slow and not even responded, the respondents themselves up over and over again time to contact the Firstmedia so the complaint is responded, so also with the application “My FirstMedia” which also does not help the respondents in listening to his complaint, it should certainly be noted by the Firstmedia where should the application of Firstmedia own should be able to handle complaints from pelanggam, if the customer is not taken then the customer will be disappointed and switch to a competitor company.

**The influence of Service Failure on Customer Loyalty through Customer Trust**

Based on the test of the indirect effect is known service failure and a significant negative effect on customer loyalty through trust, it is known based on the value of the path coefficient that is -0.131 and significance 0.000<0.05, therefore, concluded that the failure of the service and a significant negative effect on customer loyalty through trust. This is in line with the research of La & Choi (2012).

Based on the distribution of respondents’ answers show is still a few respondents who felt the statement with the services of Firstmedia as well as the response of the Firstmedia that it is still slow so as to make the respondents have not felt confident with the ability Firstmedia to meet the needs of customers so it is certainly affect the customer loyalty. Service aspects are important in influencing the behavior of consumers, if consumers feel the lack of good service provided then the consumers will prefer products/services other kind that can make consumers feel satisfied. In this aspect parties Firstmedia should also pay more attention to how the handling of the failure of a service to consumers believe and can make the customers loyal with the company Firstmedia.

**The influence of Service Recovery on Customer Loyalty through Customer Trust**

Based on the results of the test of the indirect effect is known that the restoration of service has positive and significant effect on customer loyalty through customer trust, it is known from the value of the kofisien line that 0.143 and significant value 0.000<0.05, which means that service recovery has positive and significant effect on customer loyalty through customer trust. This is in line with penelitian Liwijaya (2017) and Melisa and Asnawati (2017).

Based on the distribution of answers of respondents note that respondents still feel some of the statements that are less well related to the statement given, some respondents still feel that the complaint of the respondents still slow when responded and also requires a fairly long duration
when the response so that the respondents do not feel confident that the Firstmedia responsible to its customers, this will certainly bring the impact of that is bad enough to Firstmedia because it will affect the image of Firstmedia for new customers, especially old customers themselves will not recommend Firstmedia to other people. From Playstore also be aware that the application Firstmedia also still not good where it is known through the comments of customers who are of course many things that must be repaired. This is certainly an important task of Firstmedia which should be a lot of improvements in order to be better in the future.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the purpose of the research and the results of the research are then able to deduce the following:
1. Service failure and a significant negative effect to Customer Trust Users Firstmedia.
2. Failure of Service and a significant negative effect on Customer Loyalty User Firstmedia.
3. Customer trust has positive and significant effect on Customer Loyalty User Firstmedia.
4. Service recovery has a positive effect and singifikan to Customer Trust Users Firstmedia
5. Service recovery has a positive effect and significant Customer Loyalty User Firstmedia.
6. Service failure and significant positive effect on Customer Loyalty through Customer Trust Users Firstmedia.
7. Service recovery has positive and significant effect on Customer Loyalty through Customer Trust Users Firstmedia.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Advice researcher from the research that has been done is as follows:

1. Service failure and a significant negative effect on customer loyalty, it is shown that if the lower the failure of service, then customer loyalty will be higher, in this case Firstmedia should further minimize the failure of the service due to the failure of the service can be an aspect in influencing customer trust and loyalty. The thing that becomes a problem in the failure of the service is the service of the Firstmedia which is still considered slow, it certainly needs to be repaired, should Firstmedia pay more attention to human resources which should be done education and training to be able to do good service, so also the Firstmedia own should do the monitoring of the employees about how the service is to the customer. It is also important to Firstmedia do a survey to customers to Firstmedia can find out what the flaws of Firstmedia own, because Firstmedia itself as a provider of services of course how services will be noticed by the consumer, the number of competitors would make Firstmedia to improve how services to consumers.

2. Service recovery has positive and significant effect on customer loyalty and also through trust, this indicates that the Firstmedia should be preserved and should be improved. Problems in the restoration of the service is still the latest company Firstmedia in responding to customer complaints, in this is indeed a service of Firstmedia is considered bad by the respondents due to the many respondents who give a complaint but not responded to by the parties Firstmedia. This is certainly a thing that must be fixed by Mudah, Mudah own have to pay more attention to human resources, especially in the field of call center, because the handling of complaints generally be the work of the call center and admin, it could be that the section is still a shortage of HUMAN resources so as to make all the complaints of customers can't be responded to. It is therefore important
for the First Media to pay more attention to Hr and also provide training in order to provide quality service for customers.

3. The trust also has positive and significant effect on customer loyalty, it is proved that the trust be aspects that affect and can also be a variable that is bridging the gap between service failure and service recovery. Things become a problem in the trust is where the respondents felt that Firstmedia not meet the needs of customers because they still have not been able to meet customer needs, so also with the customer complaint is still not acceptable with the sincere, where there is still a lack of response from the Firstmedia in the handling of a complaint, also known application of Firstmedia itself is still less well where the still frequent server error and also other issues that many customers are giving the review in the comments column that app in Playstore. In this case the Firstmedia must be able to maintain the trust with the consumer, known also Firstmedia occupy the position of the second order as a provider of internet services after indihome, which should have very good service, so also with the application of Firstmedia that need to be developed because there are still many errors the server. Of course it is important for Firstmedia because with a good application of Firstmedia it will make satisfaction for the customer, because of the ease of use of the application will create loyal customers

4. Further research is expected to in order to further expand this study, further research could add other variables such as Social Media Marketing, Customer Satisfaction and Customer Experience or can be researching a provider of services to other similar because the future is now.
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